Who is the best golfer of the Apocalypse?

This is a question never asked until now, and it’s one we can now
answer. It speaks to both the kind of person and what type of golfer
you are. Even if you have never golfed before, this game will show
you the amazing feeling of a solid hit to the green or a zombie’s
skull. Be warned... nine short holes can turn deadly when a herd
appears or people’s swings start missing. How you play and the
choices you make matter.
Will you focus on your game and let the zombie hoard overwhelm
the rest of your foursome? Will you give that player who was just
bitten the ice cream and save them? Will you ninja two zombies,
but take a frustration? You will have many choices and can only
a few mistakes if you want to win the title of Best Golfer of the
Apocalypse (a title you did not want until just now).
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The Goal

Golf nine holes while fighting the zombie horde, and win
the majority of them. At each hole, players take a golf
swing, moving up the hole to the green. After each golf
swing, players fight the zombie horde. Players take turns,
golfing and killing zombies, until they die or win a majority of holes.
The winner is declared the best golfer of the apocalypse,
because that’s what you want, right?

The Cards

• Players: Each player card has three swing targets, one

for each location, with an ability that can be used once
per hole when you roll below the target. They also have a
toughness and a frustration level. When either wounds or
frustration are exceeded, the player either dies (because of
wounds) or quits in a rage (because of frustration).

• Bags: Each bag has five clubs (it’s all you could get) with

a swing (golf clubs icon) and a zombie attack bonus (zombie heads icons). Each bag also has one ability that can be
used once per hole, unless it has the word ALL at the start.

• Zombie: Each zombie has three values, a description,

and an effect in combat. The values are attack, wounds,
and break value. The icons describe what happens in combat when a zombie hits you or is killed.

• Trophy Cards: These food, drink, clothes, and other

golfing items help you swing away to either successfully
golfing or killing zombies. They can also heal wounds
or frustration. They can be used once and then must be
discarded.

• Hole Cards: The hole cards have three zones you can

golf into with an area to putt from at one end, fairway and
hazard areas in each zone, and the green or chipping box
at the other end. See the example below for these cards’
appearance.

Markers

• Wounds, Frustration, and Bites: Players gain a frus-

tration when they roll a natural 1, take an extra combat
swing, or icons/effects assign some to you. Wounds track
how long ‘til you die. Bite markers indicate a character has
been bitten.
• Player Markers: These markers indicate where you are
on the hole: tee, fairway, hazard, or green.
• Club Markers: These markers indicate when a club is
broken.
• Use Markers: These markers indicate when an ability or
club has been used.

Golf Terms

• Tee Off: First hit on a hole. You choose the near or far

tee. You tee off once per hole.
• Hazard: A patch of rough area, water, or other feature
that makes you frustrated and modifies your golf swing.
Hazards include grabber grass, blood sand, brain trees,
and the zombie swamp.
• Fairway: A location on the nice grass, making your next
swing easier because there are no penalties. This is where
you want to ball to land after a swing.
• Chipping: Super close to the green. A player has to do
a short-arced shot to get on the green. This is one of the
harder shots in golf.
• Putting: A short stroke (like in mini golf) to put your
ball in the hole. First one to successfully putt wins the
hole.
• Mulligan: When a player takes a free drop of a second
ball. In Zombie Golf, this is represented by a free swing.

Golf Rules (optional)

• Honors: The person who won the last hole chooses who
swings first on the next hole. This will change the order
after the first hole.

Setup

1) Players shuffle the hole cards. The course is not played

in order because of the zombie horde.
2) Place the first hole in the center of the table.
Option: Play in hole order; however, the horde
starts with a number of zombies equal to the new hole
number.
3) Set play order, each player rolls the d12. Lowest goes
first, order is counter clockwise (to the left).
Players pick player and bag cards, in play order.
4) Shuffle the zombie and trophy decks. Place them above
the starting hole.

First player takes their first golf swing.

Winning

In a nine-hole game, the first person to win a majority of
the holes (usually five, but can be less) wins the game.
Tie breaker holes are played until one person wins a majority of holes.

Alternate Winning Scenarios

Most Trophies: Set a number of trophies to win. First

player to get that many trophies wins.
Most Zombie Kills: Each player keeps their kills, when
the zombie deck is empty game ends. Most zombies killed
wins.

Counting Golf Strokes: Like in regular golf, you count

each time you roll a die for a golf swing, to a max of eight.
After all holes are completed, all players must putt, unless
they hit eight strokes. Hazards usually add penalty strokes.
The Turn

Each turn is divided into two phases:
• Golfing: Player makes a golf swing and moves their

player marker from zone to zone (as described below).
• Combat: After each golfing phase, the player makes at
least one combat action to kill or distract zombies.
Repeat until a player sinks a putt and wins the hole. This
continues until a player wins the game.

Trophies

When a player does something amazing, they gain a
trophy. Each trophy can be used on a hole at any time.
Discard when it is used.
• Killing the first zombie: Awards one trophy card.

• Fairway drive: Anyone whose initial tee shot lands in a
fairway location gets a trophy.

• On the green: Any player on the green gets a trophy
card.

• Win the hole: First to sink a putt wins the hole and gets
a trophy.

Abilities

Player abilities, bag abilities, and trophy abilities can be
used once per hole. When used, either cover them with a
use marker or flip the trophy card over until the next hole

The Or
Any card with the
symbol means the players pick the
icons on the right or the left. Some cards may have text
that says when an icon can or must be used as well.

The Die

Whenever a player rolls a 1 or a 12, special things happen.
Roll a 1 and you flub the shot. When that happens, move
your ball marker to the closest hazard zone and take a
frustration. In combat, you miss the zombie, take a frustration and break a club.

Roll a 12 on any golf shot and move your ball to a fairway
Zone 3 area of your choice. If you are already on Zone 3,
move to the green. During a combat phase, rolls of a 12
give you a second free combat roll.

Moving to the Next Hole

When any player wins the hole, all zombies at this hole
must be killed before any player can move to the next
hole. No new zombies are drawn. No more golf swings are
taken.

The Golf Swing

Golf swings move you from zone to zone on the hole. Each
player rolls a d12. On an EVEN result, they can place in a
fairway location in the next zone. On an ODD result, they
move to a hazard location in the next zone.
Players pick a location in the zone based on the rolls and
icons on each location.
Option: Players can use 2d6 instead of a d12 for
the golf swing. A roll of a 2 is the same as a 1. Players can
only use one bonus, bag, or swing to change their 2d6 roll.

• The Tees: Tees are grey circles at the start of each hole.

There are two: near and far. Near tees allow you to get to
a Zone 3 fairway on a roll of 10+, but a roll of 1 or 2 sends
you to a Zone 1 hazard location. Far tees give you no
bonus; on a roll of a 12, you can move to a Zone 3 fairway
location.
Hole in One: On any Par 3 hole, a roll of 12 on the tee shot
means you are on the green. Roll again; if the roll is under
the putt target, it’s a hole in one.
• Fairways: These are the green circles. Hitting the fairway keeps you clear of frustration and modifiers on your
swings.

Icons

When Do Icons Have an Effect

Tee icons take effect before you roll your golf swing. All

other Icons take effect when you land on a location. Mulligans and penalties can be used in combat or a golf swing,
players choice.

Good Icons

Are framed in green and have a good effect for the players.

Remove
Bite

Mulligan Combat Draw
Swing Trophy

Remove Remove Roll a 10+;
Heal
Wound Frustration Zombie to Zone 3

Bad Icons

Are framed in red and have a bad effect for the players.

Bite

Draw Zombie

Lose
Trophy

Take
Lose Combat
Frustration
Swing

Penalty
Swing

Take a
Wound

• Mulligans and Penalties

When a player moves on the board and they gain a penalty
or mulligan, they take a marker of that type and discard
it when they use it. Any trophies with these icons are discarded when the icon is used. There are a limited number
of tokens in the box; when all are used, no more can be
taken until players discard them.

Effects (always players’ choice)
Mulligan icons/token allow the player to either re-roll

ANY swing, or +/- 1 from that roll. So a 7 can become an
8 or a 5 can become a 4.
Penalty icons/tokens MUST be used BEFORE any mulligan tokens the player has. They force a re-roll (using
the worse result), add a zombie to the horde, or discard a
trophy or amazing card.
• Hazard: a patch of rough area, water, or other
feature that makes you frustrated and modifies your golf swing. Hazards do the following in addition to any icons on the location:

Blood Sand

Roll d12 on a 4 or less
and take a wound

Water

Drop to the nearest fairway in the next Zone

Brain Trees

No abilities this turn
(golf or combat)

Grabber Grass
Re roll any 12’s

Zombie Swamp

Drop to a fairway in the next zone,
add 1 zombie per player to the horde.

• Moving up the Hole: Players move from tees to Zone 1,

from Zone 1 to Zone 2, Zone 2 to Zone 3, Zone 3 to the
green or chipping box. Once on the green, you putt. Each
zone has fairway (green) or hazard (yellow) areas. Each
zone’s icons indicate what happens there.
Zone 3 Hazard
Zone 3 Fairway

Tees

Zone 2 Hazard
Zone 2 Fairway

Zone 1 Hazard
Zone 1 Fairway

• Chipping on the Green: Any Zone 3 locations with a

white putting green icon means you can chip on the green
from there. To chip, the players rolls a golf swing that is
EQUAL TO or OVER the putting target. If it is under, you
stay in the location and chip again next swing.

• Putting: Player must roll UNDER the putt target. Suc-

cess means you putt in the hole. First player to do so wins
the hole.

Golfing Example

Player tees off from the far tee, rolls a 6 and, because 6 is an even
number, moves to a Zone 1 fairway location with a wound and
remove zombie icon. They take a wound and removes a zombie
from the horde.
After combat, the next swing roll is a 7, so, because seven is an odd
number, the ball moves to a hazard location in Zone 2. The hazard
has the icons for the brain trees, a frustration, and a penalty roll.
Player takes a frustration and cannot use any abilities this next
swing.
After combat again; the next golf swing is a 12, but the player has
to roll again because of the penalty. Second roll is a 7, so player
moves to a Zone 3 hazard. This location has icons for brain trees,
frustration, and draw a zombie. During combat, the player takes a
wound, but does not kill a zombie.
From Zone 3, the player has to chip on, rolling a d12
over the putting target. The swing is a 5; which
puts the ball on the green because the target is a
5. The player calls above the target. They roll a
4, so they use a master putt card to sink the shot,
winning the hole.

Golfing Example

Player tees off from the far tee, rolls a 6 and, because 6 is an even
number, moves to a Zone 1 fairway location with a wound and
remove zombie icon. They take a wound and removes a zombie
from the horde.
After combat, the next swing roll is a 7, so, because seven is an odd
number, the ball moves to a hazard location in Zone 2. The hazard
has the icons for the brain trees, a frustration, and a penalty roll.

Player takes a frustration and cannot use any abilities this next
swing.
After combat again; the next golf swing is a 12, but the player has
to roll again because of the penalty. Second roll is a 7, so player
moves to a Zone 3 hazard. This location has icons for brain trees,
frustration, and draw a zombie. During combat, the player takes a
wound, but does not kill a zombie.
From Zone 3, the player has to chip on, rolling a d12 over the
putting target. The swing is a 5; which puts the ball on the green
because the target is a 5. The player calls above the target. They
roll a 4, so they use a master putt card to sink the shot, winning
the hole.

Fighting the Zombie
Horde

After a golfer has taken their golf swing, a card is drawn
from the zombie deck. Each card has one of these effects:

◊
Zombie Card: Add to the horde in first
row. Player attacks.
		Option: Play horde mode, where any

draw of the zombie cards is doubled. Drawing one zombie
becomes two. Drawing four becomes eight.

◊
Awesome X Card: When a player uses this
card, turn ends. Play whenever you want.

◊
Monstrosity: Follow the instructions
on the card. Overlay the zombie card over the
monstrosity to see the new bonuses (see picture
for example).
◊
Pile of Skulls and Herd: Follow the instructions on the card, adding more zombies as
needed.
◊
If you draw multiple special events, follow the instructions and add additional cards
as needed, in order of the draw.
◊
After the Horde is updated, the players
attack first, after which the remaining zombies
attack.

Zombie Card Values

Each zombie card has a name, a description, a list of icons,
and three numeric values that track the zombies’ speed,
when they break clubs, and how difficult they are to kill or
kill you (wounds value).
Zombie Speed: Zombies have a 1, 2 or * in the upper
right-hand corner. This shows how fast a zombie is. The
* means roll a d12 for their speed. All * zombies use one
roll. Speed is used when a player tries to distract the horde
(see below).

• Breaking a Club: If any roll fails to kill a zombie and is
below the break number on the zombie card, the attacking player breaks the club they were using. Cover the card
with a marker.
• Zombie Attacks: Any zombie still in the horde attacks
the current player. Another player rolls a d12. A roll UNDER the zombie’s attack is a hit. The player takes a wound
and any bad icons or effects on the zombie’s card occur.

Combat Swings

The player announces their choice of which zombie to attack, which club to use, and rolls the d12. The total of the
roll must be above the wounds value of the target zombie
to kill it. Rolls of a 1 are whiff. Rolls of a 12 give the player
a second free combat roll.
• Extra Swing: Players can gain a free combat swing by
taking one frustration.

Killing A Zombie

When a zombie dies, the zombie card is discarded, the
player loses one frustration token, and gains any good
icons/effect on the zombie card.
Option: When playing for most kills, players keep
the cards of the zombies they killed.

Combat Example

After tee-off, the player draws a Brenda zombie and makes a
combat swing, a roll of 7, which does not kill the Brenda. After
rolling a 12 and killing another zombie, a second player rolls for
the Brenda and gets a 1, also missing.
After moving to the Zone 2 hazard, they each draw another
zombie, so there are three zombies in the horde. The Brenda moves
down one row and a new Granny and Chomps are added to the
front row. The first player’s swing gets a 12, killing the Chomps, so
they take a free swing at Granny, but roll a 4, resulting in a miss
and a broken club. Bye bye, 5 iron! The second player swings at
Granny and misses with a 2. Granny swings with a 4, so the player
takes a wound. Brenda swings and misses (on an 11).
At the Zone 3 hazard, the players draw two more zombies: a
Pockets and a Zoomer, the first player attacks the Zoomer and kills
it (rolls 10). The second player misses the Pockets with a roll of 3.
Remember, after a successful putt; players have to kill the remaining zombies (Brenda, Granny, and Pockets)

Distracting the Horde

Rather than attacking, a player can attempt to distract
some or all of the zombie horde, sending them to the
bottom of the deck. The player rolls a d12 for their total
distraction roll. The roll has the following exceptions:
• Roll of a 1 adds a zombie
• Roll of a 12 allows another roll added to other distraction rolls.
The total distraction number is spent to remove zombies

from the Horde. A zombie with a speed of 1 lowers the
total distraction by 1. When it hits 0, the distraction ends.
Distracted zombies are not counted as kills.
• After the distraction roll, any zombies left attack the
player.

A roll of 5 against 2 Walkers (speed of 1 each) and a Shambler
(speed of 2) would distract and drop all zombies from the horde.
A roll of 5 against 2 Walkers (speed of 1 each) and a Runner (*
speed, rolling 1d12 with a result of 8) would distract and drop the
both Walkers (2) from the horde, but the Runner would stay and
attack the player.

Frustration, Wounds and Bites

During the game, characters will gain frustration, wounds,
and could be bitten by a zombie. Each of these have different effects on the player.

Frustration:

This shows when a player loses their cool and cannot
function until they lower their frustration.
Too Much Frustration: A player with more frustration
than their character’s limit cannot take ANY swings until
their frustration is equal to or less than their limit. Free
combat swing icons can be used.

Wounds

When a zombie hits a character, they take a wound. When
a character takes more wounds than listed on their sheet,
they are dead. Players can spend trophies after this happens to stay alive, if they have them.

Recovering Frustration
			
and Healing Wounds
• Skipping a Turn: Players can choose not to take any

swings (golf or combat) to remove any combination of two
wound or frustration markers.

• Healing or Removing Frustration: Play a trophy card or
place on a zone location to activate icons to heal wounds
or remove frustration.

• Break A Club: Players can break a club at will to remove
two frustration. If all clubs are broken, this means the
player has no clubs with special abilities. They can, however, still take both golf and combat swings.

• Kill a Zombie: Players recover one frustration for each
zombie they kill.

Bites

Biter zombies and an active Pile of Skulls card means
zombie attacks of 4 or less bite the character. The player
must make a d12 roll ABOVE their Wounds limit, at a -1
for each wound they already have.

Players may heal any wounds BEFORE they roll.
A successful roll means they resist the bite for that attack.
They continue, taking a bite marker, but cannot use any
player abilities.
A failed roll means the player turns into a zombie at the
end of the hole.
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Icon Reference
Remove
Bite

Draw
Trophy

Combat
Mulligan
Swing

Roll a 10+; Remove
to Zone 3 Zombie

Mulligans

• Re-roll ANY swing,
• +/- 1 from a roll.

Remove
Frustration

Heal
Wound

Draw Zombie

Take a
Wound

Penalty
Swing

Bite

Lose
Trophy

Penalty

• MUST be used BEFORE mulligan tokens
• Re-roll (using the worst result)
• Add a zombie to the horde
• Discard a trophy or amazing card.

Blood Sand

Roll d12 on a 4 or less
and take a wound

Water

Lose Combat
Take
Swing
Frustration

Drop to the nearest fairway in the next Zone

Brain Trees

No abilities this turn
(golf or combat)

Grabber Grass
Re roll any 12’s

Zombie Swamp

Drop to a fairway in the next zone,
add 1 zombie per player to the horde.

